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This paper addresses at the broadest level the question, “What might economics look like if God

really exists?” For us in this conference the question might seem a bit odd, because we would not

be here if we did not believe in God. Yet, our discipline acts as if God does not matter. At best,

we bring God in after the fact to discuss the moral or ethical implications of our analysis.

In a more focused sense the following pages will ask whether the following fable matters. Selva,

a village in the Amazon, subsists from the forest. The residents of Selva gather fruits and herbs,

cut trees and vines for home construction and fuel, hunt and fish, distribute seeds in the forest

and transplant many plant species to provide both the variety and quantity of food and resources

they require near their homes. In short, they garden the forest. Their culture has evolved to

reflect their forest setting, and the forest has evolved in a way that reflects the human mind. And,

they live happy, fulfilled lives.

One day José realizes that if they were to gather more from the forest, they could sell the surplus

to traders from the coast and buy things they never had even dreamed about having. When he

brings this wonderful idea to the village council the world suddenly seems much larger.

However, Selva faces a dilemma. Every action of Selva’s life speaks to it of God. Moreover,

every bird, river, flower, mountain and tree literally speaks to them about their Creator because

they are words of God speaking directly to them. Selvistas hear all creation praising God and

experience God through this song. What are they to do? Selvistas relate to the fish and flowers as

brothers and sisters. Would not selling them for their own gain be akin to heresy or blasphemy?

Or, might these brothers and sisters willingly give up their lives so that Selva might prosper? If

so, would all? If they removed all, then could Selva survive? If they survived, would they still

hear God? Might they, though physically more prosperous, become spiritually impoverished?

The elders and the villagers pondered…

Is this merely a fable, or is it vitally significant to understanding the dilemma of Christian

economic analysis? This paper argues that, rather than being a fable, the story instead points to

The Christian Conundrum – that, if God really exists and we believe in the Christian

understanding of that God, then economists, and society, indeed face the same dilemma as Selva.

And, if this is so, then we as neoclassical economists have asked the wrong question and
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unwittingly set society down a path antithetical to Christian belief. In some way, then, this paper

is a cry to economists to “Repent and believe the Gospel.”

To understand this call we must consider what Harry Blamires called The Christian Mind, in a

book by that title. Blamires, a disciple of C. S. Lewis, believed that modern Christian scholars

had ceased functioning as Christian scholars, and instead worked as scholars who were

Christian. In other words, these scholars adopted the paradigms or worldviews that all scholars

within their disciplines used. If they brought God into their work, it was as an afterthought.

Christian economists, for instance, operate within a mechanistic market framework that requires

no God for either its existence or operation. Christian economists might apply Christian ethics to

the results of economic analysis, but not attempt to modify the analysis itself according to

Christian doctrine.

Blamires asked, What would a Christian mind look like? How might a Christian scholar go about

her work? Might a Christian offer a different analysis and perspective as the result of being a

Christian economist, not an economist who was Christian? Blamire’s affirmation that, indeed,

there is a Christian Mind spawned Christian thinkers in many disciplines to start re-examining

their disciplines and to ask how a Christian economics, for example, might differ from ordinary

economics. We will do so in this paper by first examining a Christian cosmology based upon the

scriptures and the early church fathers, focusing in particular on the role of Jesus, creation, and

humans in that cosmology. This leads to a deeper understanding of the concepts of the

individual, salvation, and the Divine Economy. The paper then evaluates efficiency from both

this and the neoclassical perspectives. Having done so, the paper concludes by examining the

implications for economic analysis of espousing a Christian cosmology.

A CHRISTIAN COSMOLOGY1

The Christian cosmology always begins with God (Gen 1-2, John 1) and God’s role as creator of

the world. Thus, it is a theocentric cosmology with two principal components or actors: God, the

Creator, and the created order. Creation belongs to God (Ps 24:1-2). Moreover, the Creator

                                                  
1 This cosmology necessarily must be brief. For more detail see Gottfried (1995).
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relates intimately to its creation. The Hebrew word for “creation”, beriah, more accurately means

“creating” (Gregorios 1987; Rasmussen 1987). The belief that the Creator continually fashions

and sustains the world provided the cornerstone for Israel’s interpretation of its history and the

early Christians’ understanding of Jesus (Schmid 1973).

In the ancient Near East, including Israel, “creation” unifies the cosmic, political and social

orders in one concept (Schmid 1973). This “oikos,” or household, God creates operates

according to certain principles that reflect God’s purpose and qualities. Creation reflects the hand

of God, just as any work of art reflects something of its maker. The wisdom literature of the

Bible attempts to discern the principles or laws underlying creation so that people might prosper.

These laws of the household comprise the “oikonomia,” or the “divine economy” (Rossi, 2000;

Meeks 1989). The divine economy encompasses all relationships within the created order and

between that order and its creator.

When the economy operates according to the laws God instituted, then “shalom” results, “a

dancing kind of inter-relationship, seeking something more free than equality, more generous

than equity, the ever-shifting equipose of a life-system” (Willard 1974; cited in Foster 1981, p.

31). Shalom’s wholeness embraces all things’ well-being, which includes absence from fear,

insecurity, oppression, hunger, disease – all the afflictions that rob creation of its joy and beauty.

Shalom implies orderly fruitfulness and justice for all.  One author describes that state very well:

Its basic meaning is wholeness – a state of harmony among God, humanity and all

creation….All elements of creation are interrelated. Each element participates in

the whole creation, and if any element is denied wholeness and well-being

(shalom), all are thereby diminished. This relational character of creation is rooted

in all creatures’ common origin in a God who not only created all that is but who

continues to be active in the world, seeking our shalom. (Birch 1985, p. 1115;

cited in Hall 1986, p. 118)
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THE ECOLOGICAL INDIVIDUAL

Shalom demonstrates the ecological nature of the Hebrew worldview; i.e., the centrality of

relationship. According to its founder, Ernest Haeckel, ecology, the “study of the household,”

refers to “…the body of knowledge concerning the economy of nature – the investigation of the

total relations of the animal both to its inorganic and to its organic environment; including, above

all, its friendly and inimical relations with those animals and plants with which it comes directly

or indirectly into contact” (Cobb and Birch 1981, 29).

Similarly, the Hebrew worldview, and a Christian cosmology stemming from it, understands the

individual ecologically. Relationships define the individual. “Jane Goodman,” for instance,

consists of her mannerisms, family background, life experiences, smell, appearance – all those

things that make her a unique person. Moreover, her mind, body, and spirit cannot be separated

from one another – they form an integrated whole. Thus, when the writers of scripture ask for

their souls to be delivered, they mean that they want to be saved from death (Bonifazi 1970;

Tucker 1993).

We receive our being from others rather than have being. Our existence depends upon two

people having been in relationship with one another. We depend upon the efforts of many people

each day who provide us with the necessities, and luxuries, of life. Ultimately we receive our

being from the Creator who sustains all those creatures who sustain us. As Hall (1986) says,

The confession that God is the source and ground of our being is, rather,

simultaneously a confession of our dependence on these created “others”: the

parents who conceived and nurtured us; the siblings whose companionship (and

rivalry) shaped our formative years; the friends, co-workers, neighbors, teachers,

students, and colleagues with whom we are linked in voluntary or involuntary

communality; the dogs and cats whose presence in our childhood and at other

times may have been even more significant than that of people; the animals and

plants that sustain our bodies and the wine that makes our souls glad; the trees, the

particular landscapes, the mountains, the sea, the rivers and prairies; the sun and

skies; the ground with which, despite false pride, we have an aboriginal affinity:
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through each and all of these, creatures though they be, our being has been shaped

and is being sustained. I know perfectly well that I would not be who I have

become or am becoming without the quite specific faces that have beamed upon

me or scolded and questioned me from my youth up; or the quite particular

climate in which I was reared and have lived most of my life (the snow); or the

animals I have loved—and who loved me more than I them; or the trees, the

splendid trees (p. 134).

Humans, therefore, do not stand in splendid isolation apart from “nature.” Rather, humanity’s

interrelatedness with all of creation, human and extrahuman, emerges as a key insight of the

scriptures.

Full human development, or maximum human well-being, then, requires progress in three related

areas: meeting one’s basic physical and social needs, development of one’s mental capacity, and

spiritual growth. The latter two areas include developing creative and interpersonal abilities, a

sense of solidarity with others, unselfishness and self-giving for the sake of others, and

communion with the Creator. Accepting more than the basic amount of goods fosters human

growth only when it leads to mental or spiritual growth.  An unending succession of increasing

material wealth typically endangers human well-being because accumulation tends to displace

concern for others and the Creator, and to become paramount in one's life.  Materialism causes

the creature, whose essence is "being-with" others, to focus on itself.  Drive for more than "just

enough" too easily causes humans to fail to image the Creator and to fail to achieve the purpose

for which they were made.  Materialism, therefore, represents a state of human

underdevelopment rather than a driving force for true development, leading people to seek well-

being in goods rather than in the source of all life.

This ecological, or relational, approach applies to the entire society. The king of Israel had to

maintain, not only the just social and political order of the state, but also the land’s fertility.

Should the king act justly he would achieve the “right and harmonious ordering of life in all its

dimensions” (Rasmussen, 1987). If the king failed to bring prosperity to his people and country,
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he lost his dominion (Schmid 1973; Foster 1981; Westermann 1982; Rasmussen 1987).2 Later,

the scriptures “democratized” this understanding of righteous kingship, applying this

understanding to all the Jews. Material abundance then depended upon their collective, and

individual, righteousness. Harmony and abundance would result from right relationships between

the people and between the people and their God. Indeed, one could not distinguish between

them (Brueggemann 1968; Moriarty 1968; Baker 1979).

The king, and later the people, achieved this harmonious order by serving as a suitable conduit

for the Creator’s blessing that sustains all thing, what Westermann calls “The Blessing,” to

distinguish this fundamental activity of the Creator from other blessings. When the father, the

head of the household, spoke the blessing over his family, the family received The Blessing. He,

and later the king and the priests served as mediators of The Blessing. The welfare of the people

and land depended upon the king and priests being political and religious sources of blessing

(Westermann 1982).

Prior to the Hebrews entering the Promised Land, the Creator blessed the earth unconditionally.

However, when the Hebrews were about to cross the Jordan, the Creator make The Blessing

conditional – it depended upon Israel’s obedience to him (Dt 7:12-15; Westermann 1982). All

those who acted justly received it. Israel and, indeed, all nations mediated The Blessing to the

land with which they lived intimately. The passages in Genesis 1-11 and later passages

discussing Israel’s relationship to creation apply to all peoples (Clifford 1994). All peoples must

care for their land and mirror the Creator’s love for it.

However, should people live unrighteous lives, they and the land suffer. The law and the

prophets elaborate extensively on this topic. For instance, after the prophet Hosea catalogs the

great injustice and evil in Israel, he proclaims:

                                                  
2 For a discussion of the oft-misunderstood concept of dominion see Gottfried (1995).
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Therefore the land mourns, and all who live in it languish;

Together with the wild animals

And the birds of the air,

Even the fish of the sea are perishing. (4:3)3

The very stability of the world thus depends upon human actions. If we embody justice in our

relationships with one another and all of creation, living in obedience to the Creator, then

creation remains intact. The Blessing that sustains the world order flows through humans to the

world they create. However, if we fail to live this way, we not only degrade ourselves but destroy

the world by our actions. Our individual interior state and, ultimately, the justice of our society

determine the fate of creation.

THE SUFFERING CREATION AS A BOOK

Creation, both human and nonhuman, results from the Word, or Logos, speaking it into existence

every moment. The early church fathers reasoned that, because every creation of God revealed

some aspect of God, all parts of creation constituted the logoi, or words, that the Word spoke. In

this sense they form the text of God’s speech (Rossi 2002).

Throughout the centuries the saints attest to the presence of God in creation. For instance,

according to St. Irenaeus of Lyons (129-203) “Creation reveals him who formed it, and the very

work made suggests Him who made and ordered it. The Universal Church, moreover, through

the whole world, has received this understanding from the Apostles themselves.” St. Athanasius

(297-373) stated that “the creatures are like letters proclaiming in loud voices to their Divine

Master and Creator the harmony and order of things.” St. Augustine (354-430) declared “Some

people, in order to discover God, read books. But there is a great book: the very appearance of

created things. Look above you! Look below you! Note it. Read it. God whom you want to

discover, never wrote that book with ink. Instead He set before our eyes the things that He had

                                                  
3 For other striking examples see Leviticus 18:24-28 and Zephaniah 1:2,3.
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made. Can you ask for a louder voice than that? Why, heaven and earth shout to you: ‘God made

me!’ ” “The whole earth is a living icon of the face of God” (St. John Damascene; 810-877).4

Creation responds to its faithful, ongoing Sustainer. In the Creator’s presence the trees of the

field “clap their hands.” The heavens and earth sing to their Creator—the sea roars, the fields

exult, the heavens proclaim their maker’s glory (Psalms 19 and 96). The beauty of creation

causes all creatures to be joyful, a joy that leads all creatures to praise their maker (Westermann

1982). This will occur even more in the future when “the earth will be filled with the knowledge

of the glory of the Lord, as waters cover the sea” (Habakkuk 2:14). All beings have the capacity

and moral responsibility to respond to their Creator and relate appropriately to others (Austin

1988). Humans live in a world that responds enthusiastically to its Creator, a world that belongs

to the One who made it.5

As the head of the oikos, or creation, goes, so fares the rest of creation. So, when humanity fails

to live righteously, all of creation suffers. Accordingly, St. Paul declares,

I consider the sufferings of the present to be as nothing compared with the glory

to be revealed in us. Indeed, the whole created world eagerly awaits the revelation

of the sons of God. Creation was made subject to futility, not of its own accord

but by him who once subjected it; yet not without hope, because the world itself

will be freed from its slavery to corruption and share in the glorious freedom of

the children of God. Yes, we know that all creation groans and is in agony even

until now. (Romans 8:18-23)

                                                  
4 Thanks to Fred Krueger for supplying these quotes.
5 “The essence of all pantheism, evolutionism, and modern cosmic religion is really in this proposition: that Nature

is our mother. Unfortunately, if you regard nature as a mother, you discover that she is a stepmother. The main point

of Christianity was this: that Nature is not our mother: nature is our sister. We can be proud of her beauty, since we

have the same father; but she has no authority over us; we have to admire, but not to imitate. This gives to the

typically Christian pleasure in this earth a strange touch of lightness that is almost frivolity. . . . Nature is not solemn

to Francis of Assisi or to George Herbert. To St. Francis, Nature is a sister, and even a younger sister: a little,

dancing sister, to be laughed at as well as loved” (Chesterton 1909, p. 207).
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THE ECOLOGY OF SALVATION

Similarly, should humanity learn to act righteously then all creation will prosper, as Paul

indicates. This requires an act of God, due to our fallen nature. We need to be saved from our

sinful nature. Creation needs our salvation so that it might, too, be saved.

As Christians we are accustomed to thinking of Jesus as our head, we believers being the body of

Christ. As true as that is, Jesus is more than that. According to Paul,

(Jesus) is the image of the invisible God, the first-born of all creatures. In him

everything in heaven and on earth was created…all were created through him, and

for him. …In him everything continues in being. It is he who is head of the body,

the church…It pleased God to make absolute fullness reside in him and, by means

of him, to reconcile everything in his person, both on earth and in the heavens,

making peace through the blood of his cross. (Col 1:15-20) (italics mine)

By the incarnation Jesus united heaven and earth. Jesus, the eternal Word, became the first-born

of Creation, so that the suffering creation (including humans) might be reconciled to its creator,

and humans to the rest of creation. When the first-born of creation willingly submitted himself to

the cross, he did so for all creation, not just humans. Thus, salvation extends to the entire created

order (Cross 1989). The resurrection and subsequent Pentecost empowered humans who

accepted this salvation to bring healing to a broken world. For this reason, we who share in the

fullness of God who reconciled the world, the cosmos, have the ministry of reconciliation to

reconcile the whole world to God and to one another (Col 2:9-10). As Jesus proclaims at the end

of Mark’s gospel, “Go into the whole world (cosmos) and proclaim the good news to all

creation.” Our mission is not just to humans, but to bring all of creation into right relationship,

into shalom.

We now have the outline of a Christian cosmology. The Creator provides the focal point and

reference for all things, for we as creation depend on our creator and exist to praise and glorify

our God. All creation praises God and speaks of his presence. Thus humanity can learn about and
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experience God through the words, or logoi, God utters as the Creator continually speaks

creation into existence. Humans serve as the head of the household of creation, leading it either

into shalom or to destruction. When humans learn to live wisely, following the laws of creation

(both natural and social), creation prospers as it receives the sustaining Blessing of its creator.

Failure to live righteously disrupts the flow of the Blessing and creation suffers. The Fall implies

that all creation is suffering and awaiting humans who can restore the broken relationship

between humanity, the rest of creation, and God. For this reason the incarnation of the Word and

his sacrifice means all creation is saved. Humans, then, have the responsibility to proclaim this

salvation to the entire created order and reconcile the world to itself and its creator.

THE CAUSES OF HUMAN WELL-BEING

The above cosmology indicates that human welfare depends upon far more than the consumption

of goods. Indeed, too much consumption may lower welfare, as the parable of the camel and the

eye of the needle attests. Which view, this one or the neoclassical, approximates the empirical

record as far as we can determine? In other words, which seems to fit reality best from the

perspective of the social scientist?

The growing literature on happiness in economics and, particularly, in psychology provides

highly suggestive insights into this question.6 It is a well-established finding in both literatures

that happiness and income correlate only slightly, if at all. Data from the World Bank and The

World Values Surveys show that, up to a certain threshold of per capita income of $8,000-

$10,000 real dollars (depending upon the years analyzed) increases in real per capita GNP

increase happiness. After that, however, increases in income appear to have no influence on

well-being (Diener 2000, Myers 2000).7

                                                  
6 For an excellent popular overview of the field see Easterbrook (2001).
7 The question of metrics inevitably arises here. Psychologists use a variety of measures of self-reported well-being.

See Diener 2000,  for a good discussion. Frey and Stutzer (2002) discuss the relationship between utility and these

happiness measures and conclude that they represent a satisfactory empirical approximation to individual utility for

many purposes.
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Within countries increases in income appear to increase happiness, but with diminishing

marginal returns. Reviewing various studies Frey and Stutzer (2002) point out that in the United

States the lowest decile of income recipients in 1994-96 reported a mean happiness score of 1.94

while the fifth and tenth deciles reported scores of only 2.19 and 2.36. These scores are based on

a scale where respondents equate “not too happy” with a score of 1, “pretty happy” with 2, and

“very happy” with 3. Moving up four deciles from the first to fifth increased happiness by 0.25.

However, moving five deciles from fifth to tenth increased happiness by only 0.17. Data from

Europe present a similar picture. Evidence from three successive waves of the World Values

Survey covering 1980-82, 1990-91, and 1995-97 covering between eighteen and thirty countries

reveal that a person moving from the fourth to fifth decile of family income experiences an

increase in subjective well-being of 0.11 on a ten-point scale (where 1 is the lowest and 10 the

highest). Moving from the ninth to tenth decile, however, increases well-being by only 0.02.

While most research has occurred in developed countries, the results essentially are the same in

both developing countries and countries in transition.

More startling results occur when considering income increases over time. Again, Frey and

Stutzer (2002), summarizing various studies, state that in western countries like the United

States, the United Kingdom, and Belgium, while per capita income has risen sharply in recent

decades, average happiness has stayed “virtually constant” or even declined over the same

period. They note that, while per capita income in Japan rose six-fold from 1958 to 1991 in

Japan, average happiness remained at 2.7. In the United States real income for the sample

increased 19% from 1972-74 to 1994-96 while mean happiness decreased slightly, from 2.21 to

2.17. Income in all deciles but the third increased, but mean happiness fell or stayed constant in

eight out of the ten deciles. According to Easterlin (2001), average happiness of an age cohort

remains constant over its life cycle, despite considerable increases in income (cited in Frey and

Stutzer 2002). Myers (2000) found that the percentage of people in the U.S. reporting themselves

as “very happy” has declined slightly between 1957 and 1998, from 35% to 33. “We are twice as

rich and no happier. Meanwhile, the divorce rate doubled. Teen suicide tripled. Reported violent

crime nearly quadrupled. Depression rates have soared, especially among teens and young

adults” (p.61).
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Why do comparisons of countries show that happiness correlate somewhat with per capita

income while changes in income appear to affect happiness little, if at all? The answer lies in

adaptation theory. Myers (2000), among others, points out that numerous studies have shown

that, while people do react strongly to good and bad events of many kinds, they tend to adapt

over time and return to their original level of happiness. Various theories attempt to explain this

phenomenon. Frey and Stutzer (2002) report three important consequences of the economic

theories of preference formation relating to adaptation:

1) Rising aspirations induce people to accomplish more. But, when they reach their goal, they

want to accomplish more. Thus, they are never satisfied.

2) Peoples’ wants indeed are insatiable. The more one gets, the more one wants.

3) As people reach a goal, after the initial euphoria they become accustomed to the new, higher

level of achievement, returning to their previous level of happiness. They now set a higher

goal, becoming unhappy with their current level of achievement. Increases in income actually

might decrease happiness if aspirations rise sufficiently. As a result, people overestimate

how happy they will be in the future and underestimate how happy they were in the past

(because they judge the past by their current aspiration level).

When applied to increases in income, the above easily explains why rising incomes have not

increased self-reported well-being.

Other factors besides adaptation may affect the perceived small positive cross-sectional

correlation between income and happiness when comparing countries. Diener (2000) points out

that wealthy nations may be happier because they tend not only to fulfill basic human needs, but

also have better human rights records. Cultural factors such as individualism vs. collective

orientations may systematically affect respondents’ answers to questions on happiness. More

democratic countries tend to have higher per capita incomes so that, if freedom is valued, the

richer countries will report higher happiness. Indeed, Veenhoven (2000; cited in Diener) finds

that political, economic, and personal freedoms correlate strongly and significantly with

happiness. When countries are grouped according to common characteristics, thereby controlling

partially for culture and other sociopolitical qualities, one study found that national per capita
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incomes had little impact on happiness (Helliwell 2001; cited in Diener 2000). Thus, income

may be correlated with other factors that may be the ultimate causes of happiness.

What makes people happy, then? Income plays a small role. People do appear to value freedoms

of various types. They also value relationships. Citing various studies Myers (2000) points out

that epidemiologists have consistently found that close, intact relationships predict health. People

having close relationships with friends, family, or members of church, work, or other support

groups suffer less ill health and premature death than those with few social ties. People report

happier feelings when they are with others. Perkins’ (1991; cited in Myers) survey of college

alumni found that “ ‘Yuppie values’ – those who preferred a high income and occupational

success and prestige to having very close friends and a close marriage – were twice as likely as

their former classmates to describe themselves as ‘fairly’ or ‘very’ unhappy.” Similarly, forty

percent of married adults in the U.S. surveyed between 1972 and 1996 declared themselves as

very happy, almost double the 24% of never-married adults rating their lives the same way.

Researchers have concluded that the marriage-happiness correlation is “mainly due” to the

beneficial effects of marriage. Marital intimacy, commitment, and support pay emotional

dividends for most people (Crosby 1987; Mastekaasa 1995; both cited in Myers 2000).

People also report that faith affects their well-being. Surveys taken across nations show that

religiously active people report somewhat higher levels of happiness. The National Opinion

Research Center’s U.S. surveys reveal “higher levels of ‘very happy’ people among those who

feel ‘extremely close to God’ (41%) rather than ‘somewhat close’ (29%) or not close or

unbelieving (23%).” Similarly, the percentage of people reporting themselves as “very happy”

rises from 28% among those attending religious services less than monthly, to 35% among those

attending nearly weekly, to 47% among those attending several times a week (Myers 2000).

Researchers also are finding that people who have intrinsic goals, who define their values

without reference to external measures, tend to be happier than people with external goals such

as financial success or social approval. Similarly, the more that people strive for external goals

such as money, the more problems they experience and the less robust is their well-being (Kasser
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and Ryan 1996, 2001). Accordingly, individuals prizing material goods more than other life

values tend to be substantially less happy (Sirgy; cited in Frey and Stutzer 2002).

Diener (2000) argues that little may be gained by individuals making more money. Individuals

must realize instead that “feelings of wealth depend as much on the level of one’s desires as on

objective income. Lasting happiness may come in part, from activities such as working for one’s

goals…, participating in close social relationships…, experiencing renewable physical

pleasures…, experience mental pleasures…” Thus, economic growth may enhance well-being

only to the extent that it enhances rewarding work activities in pursuit of meaningful goals.

Policies fostering a quality work life, close relationships and meaningful activities more likely

will increase subjective well-being than those focusing exclusively on improving efficiency. If

this requires long hours of boring work, high stress levels and little leisure time, emphasizing

efficiency may decrease well-being.

Finally, relationships with nature appear to affect well-being. In a review article in The Journal

of Preventive Medicine Howard Frumkin (2001) found that the natural world, from plants and

animals to landscapes, may offer health. A series of experiments comparing simulated commutes

passing strip malls to those marked by parks found that people “driving” through the latter were

less stressed and more capable of performing tasks more accurately and quickly than those

“commuting” past strip malls. Japanese researchers found that subjects watching a hedge of

greenery exhibited a higher relaxation response as measured by brain wave activity then those

viewing a concrete fence. Pet owners tend to show lower levels of cholesterol, triglycerides and

blood pressure than people without pets. Studies by Roger Ulrich of Texas A&M University

have found that prisoners given birds, fish and small mammals as pets experienced improved

spirits, a drop in blood pressure when they talked to their pets, and a small decrease in offences.

In a controlled study of 23 pairs of surgery patients those staying in hospital rooms with views of

trees had shorter hospital stays and took fewer painkillers than patients in rooms facing a brick

wall. Finally, a two year study of nursing homes in Texas that allow frail residents to do some

gardening or pet a cat found that that cumulatively these facilities showed a 57% decrease in

bedsores, an 18% decrease in behavioral incidents and a 48% decrease in staff absenteeism after

instituting this program.
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The causality between such variables as positive attitudes, intrinsic goals, income, freedom, and

happiness remains unclear. Are happy people more productive and, therefore, richer? Are free

people happier and therefore work harder? Or, do hard working people achieve more and

therefore are happier? What are the causalities involved in correlational evidence that happy

people “participate more in community organizations, are more liked by others, are less likely to

get divorced, tend to live slightly longer, perform better at work,…and earn higher incomes…”?

(Diener 2000). Much work remains to be done.

Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi, two of the founders of positive psychology, point out that social

scientists have tended to believe that negative emotions are the authentic motivators of human

behavior, whereas positive emotions are only derivative (2000).  So, social scientists have

focused on self-interest, aggressiveness, territoriality, class conflict, and so forth, as basic human

motivations instead of on qualities such as love, forgiveness, responsibility, altruism, tolerance,

and civic virtue. Social scientists typically have focused on social pathologies (mental illness,

conflict, war, class struggle), instead of exploring what makes societies and their people healthy.8

However, according to Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi positive emotions such as love, trust,

hope and enjoyment are fundamental to survival and society. These values resonant with those of

a Christian cosmology.

NEOCLASSICAL ECONOMICS OR THE CHRISTIAN CONUMDRUM?

So where does this leave us? Which framework, the neoclassical paradigm or a Christian

cosmology, appears to offer more insight into people and their well-being? The neoclassical

framework stresses increasing consumption to increase utility. While the model can be amplified

in an attempt to allow for interpersonal utility functions, for instance, in this author’s opinion

these modifications represent an effort to modify a view of humans that is fundamentally flawed.

The neoclassical paradigm rests upon the notion of an atomistic individual divorced both from

                                                  
8 In this author’s opinion the work in political economy on social capital and its relationship to well-functioning

social organizations represents a move in the direction these authors would applaud.
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God, social relationships, and nonhuman Creation. Humans, in this view, consist of nothing more

than mechanistic utility factories. We only need to change the names of indifference curves and

budget constraints to get isoquants and isocosts. And, the model fails to predict human welfare

correctly. Welfare does not rise with income, but rather depends largely upon human attitudes

and relationships, the very factors outside of the paradigm.

This leaves us with the Christian cosmology. The growing body of empirical evidence from

economics and positive psychology suggest that human welfare does depend upon internal

attitudes (what Christians describe in terms of virtue and spirituality), faith, and relationships

with the rest of creation. These factors, in turn, appear to be related to civic virtue, social capital,

and positive social functioning. The Christian cosmology appears to offer a much better starting

place for a social analysis than the neoclassic paradigm.

Moreover, the neoclassical model has produced a truly world-class inefficient economic system

from both a neoclassical and Christian perspective. Today’s economies use more and more

resources without increasing welfare. In effect, modern societies shift consumers’ budget

constraints out without reaching any higher indifference curves. Moreover, the way we produce

our goods and services often appears to create social problems (boredom, stress, mental illness,

violence) that lower social well-being rather than raise it.

At the same time the increasing environmental degradation caused by our ever increasing

resource extraction and waste disposal has led to an accelerating, and alarming, loss of species.

Fewer and fewer of God’s “words” exist to speak to humans. While increasing our material

wealth, with little gain in happiness, we decrease our ability to hear God through creation, one of

the principal means God has created for us to our Creator. Our materialism deadens our ability to

hear God while, at the same time, silencing more and more of those who would God’s word to

us. Surely this represents anti-development for the Christian economist.

So, we have come once more to our fable and The Christian Conundrum. If creation is a source

of God’s speaking to us, if Christians are called to a ministry of reconciling the world to itself

and to God, as well as preaching the God news to all creation, we indeed have veered off the
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road to Jerusalem. If God really matters, then the gospel and current research challenges us to

transform ourselves from economists who are Christians into Christian economists. As Christian

economists we have a rich research agenda: how to help people grow spiritually, physically,

mentally, and emotionally. What sorts of social arrangements help people, and at a larger scale

society, to develop? We can explore how different institutions, technologies, and social

structures may foster or hinder social and environmental relationships that encourage the integral

growth of human beings while maintaining a robust and vibrant biophysical environment.

Christian economists can ask questions like, How can we encourage creativity in ways that do

not require greater use of resources but that do increase human fulfillment? How much is

enough? What tradeoffs are involved?

The field of sustainable development already has touched on many of these points, stressing the

need for equity, building social capital, political development, and, of course, an increase in the

standard of living. Gottfried (1995) has shown how the Christian cosmology not only is

compatible with the concepts of sustainable development but enrich them. Yet, the field of

sustainable development currently lacks a rigorous foundation beginning at the level of the

individual because it has emerged from the ad hoc process of experiential learning of

development professionals and academics. One might say that, while its heart is in the right

place, the field lacks a comprehensive theoretical understanding of the nature of humans and of

their relationship with creation that can serve as the basis for analysis and policy. Consequently,

Christian economists have much to offer by beginning such an analysis in a rigorous way,

recognizing the limits of empirical knowledge while utilizing it..

Christian economists no longer need to apologize for their faith. Rather, our heritage provides us

with a surprisingly modern, holistic understanding of humans and of their relationship to the rest

of creation. Let us be willing to transform ourselves by renewing our minds, as Paul urges us. By

doing so we might not only renew our discipline and make it effective, but we also might help

usher the Divine Economy into its fullness.
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